Höhlenverein Blaubeuren e.V.

Eurospeleo Projects FSE
International Training Camp for young cavers

JuHöFola 2018
27.7.2018 – 11.8.2018 in Blaubeuren (Seißen)
Programm and Final Report:
Daily:
Common breakfast, common dinner; changing regional dishes from the
participating groups.
The late afternoons were used for group games, presentations and movies about
the home countries of the participants and about speleological themes. The
participants made small daily presentations about their experiences during the
day. These talks were continued at the campfire.
The group formations and sizes always changed, reflecting the interests of the
participants.
Friday, 27. July 2018:
Camp setup, first meeting of participants, discussions about expectations, and
brainstorming about the themes: "Why should young cavers in Europe work
together" and "How can young cavers participate and place their opinions as
European citizens".
Thoughts and planning concerning the program, group work: "How do we
finish a meaningful documentation at the end of the camp", afterwards
evaluation.
Excursion to Blaubeuren visiting the Blautopf, Prehistoric Museum, and
monastery.
Overnight stay.
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Saturday, 28.July. 2018:

Revision of the existing cave equipment, adapting and lending of equipment
for horizontal and vertical caves.
First exercises in SRT (Single rope techniques) on trees as qualification for
safe cave visits, mandatory for all participants.
Presentation: Cave equipment, what is available and what is recommended.
Evening: Presentation Photography in caves
Overnight stay
Sunday, 29. July 2018:
Group 1- SRT: Caving in the Rossgallschacht (vertical cave).
Group 2-Hydrology: Determinating of velocizy, different methods
Group 3- Geology: Geology of Bärentalhöhle
All: Discussion: Cave protection rules and companionate behavior during
caving.
Evening: Presentation Geology
Overnight stay.
Monday, 30. July 2018:
Group 1- SRT:Rescue training at the trees
Group 2: Hydrology: Water barrier test to calculate the size of caves behind
springs
Group 3: Geology: Jurrasic Museum Holcim and visit a Quarry, collecting
fossils
Evening: Presentation Cave communication
Overnight stay.
Tuesday,31. Juli 2018:
Groupe 1-SRT: The vertical entrance part of Vetterhöhle
Group 2- Electronic: transfer of a point in the cave to the surface by
radiolocation.
Group 3- Geology: rose diagram of Bärentalhöhle
Evening: Bärentalhöhle – transport of digging equipment
Overnight stay.
Wednesday, 1. August 2018:
All groups together: Installation of a telemetrie kabel in Vetterhöhle
Evening: Presentation Geology of the nearest area
Overnight stay.
Thursday, 2. August 2018:
Group 1: Falkensteiner Höhle – water cave
Group 2: Electronic – communication with different methods
Group 3: Speleobiology – Gräfin Bronnen Höhle
Evening: Presentation Biospeleology
Overnight stay.
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Friday, 3. August 2018:
Group 1: SRT – Laichinger Tiefenhöhle 30m vertical
Group 2: Electronic Communication Part II
Group 3: Speleobiology – Schneckenquelle and Theory
Evening: Bat-Night. The native bats were shown in a presentation, afterwards a
nightly excursion to the Blautopf spring, a habitat of the water bat. The radar
sounds of the bats were made hearable by a bat detector.
Overnight stay.
Saturday, 4. August 2018:
Group 1: SRT Steebschacht vertical 150m
Group 2: Photo workshop Schertelshöhle
Group 3: Biospeleology
Group 4: Vetterhöhle
Evening: Presenation GPS
Overnight stay.
Sunday, 5. August 2018:
All groups in Schillerhöhle: Cave rescue, communication, SRT, Photo
workshop
Evening: Presentation Biospeleology
Overnight stay.
Monday, 6. August 2018:
Bus excursion on the Swabian Alb with all participants
Evening:Presentation of participants: Country evening: France, Turkey,
Belgien
Overnight stay.
Tuesday, 7. August 2018:
Group 1: Surveying caves - Theorie
Group 2:Geology – volcanism of Swabian Alb near Schopfloch
Group 3: Palaeontology – Searching bones
Evening: Presentation Palaeontology
Overnight stay.
Wednesday, 8. August 2018:
Group 1: Surveying caves – DistoX, PDA, Topodroit in Manzenbühlstollen
Group 2: Palaeontology
Before dinner: Wells in Seißen
Evening: SRT on the trees and Bärentalhöhle
Collecting of data for a documentation. The participants want to produce a
DVD, because there is enough room for all pictures and even older digital data.
All the reports are also produced digitally.
Overnight stay.
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Thursday, 9. August 2018:
Group 1: Surveying caves – Therion - Introduction
Group 2: Digging in Farrenwiesschacht
Group 3: Wimsener Cave and the “Glas-valley”
Evening: County evening Germany
Overnight stay.
Friday, 10. August 2018:
Common operation in the Bärental cave. The sediment, accumulated during the
digging activities, is put out of the cave.
Review of the last two weeks and view into the future.
The participants will report in their home caving clubs about the camp.
Everybody got data with lots of material.
In August 2020, there will be the next "JuHöFoLa".
Farewell party.
Overnight stay.
Saturday, 11. August 2018:
Common depletion of the camp and packing of the personal stuff.
Cleaning of the personal and club equipment.
During the afternoon and evening, the participants depart.
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Höhlenverein Blaubeuren e.V.

Final Project Budget:
Unterkunft und Verpflegung
Accomodation & Food
Reisekosten +Transporte + Eintritte zu
den Ausflügen, Busexkursion
Costs for Sightseeing & bus excursions
Versicherung / Insurance
Taschengeld Gruppenleiter
Lumpsum group leaders
Ausleihe von Höhlen- und
Campingausrüstung
Rental costs for caving equipment, tents
and sport equipment
Kauf Höhlenausrüstung
Cave equipment (Speleo Concepts)
Ausleihen von wissenschaftlichen
Geräten
Rental of scientific equipment
Organisationskosten
Other costs for organisation
Summe Kosten:
Sum of Costs
Teilnehmergebühr
Participantfee
Landesverband für Höhlen- und
Karstforschung in Baden-Württemberg
FSE
Spenden privat
Privat sponsoring
Summe Einnahmen
Sum of receipts
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8000,00€
1130,00€

290.60€
2600.-€
Geschenke (Wein usw.)
50.-€
335.00 €
150.-€

300.00€
12855.60€
4130.-€
1000.400.4000.9530.-€

Eurospeleo Projects FSE
JuHöFoLa 2018
The “JuHöFoLa” was an International Youth Camp in which the young participants share the
same hobby, the caving .
We wanted to develop international friendships by young people getting an insight into other
cultures and ways of life and learn tolerance towards other opinions. In addition, we would
like to show that through international cooperation, for example in the field of caving, much
can be moved.
We focus on two priorities in which European cooperation is already taking place and should
be extended.
1.
Climate Change
Caves are "climate archives" and at the same time indicators of climate change. It can be
realized by measurements in caves which gained many insights. However, these only make
sense when measurements all over the world are made and data is compared. In this sense,
young people can become very important contributors and learn responsibility by their hobby.
2.
Biospeleology
Internationally, a database of sub terrain fauna was created in recent years. We contribute our
results of our animal catches into that database, a German research project. "GBOL- German
Barcode of Life - subterranean fauna" of the University of Frankfurt.
In this youth exchange, young people have had the opportunity to explore all areas of caving
and to work in small mixed groups.
There were additionally courses in:
Techniques for Cave Exploration, Electronic in caves, Cave surveying, Geology, Hydrology,
Cave Photography, Paleontology
We wanted to achieve these goals by joint cave tours, hikes, excursions, small lectures,
country evenings with typical local dishes, songs, group games and campfire evenings.
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Group Photo of the Participants:
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JuHöFoLa 2018 – a report from Poyraz Runa Uhri from Turkey
My name is Poyraz Runa Uhri. I am 20 years old. I started studying Physics at the Faculty of
Sciences at the Aegean Uni. in Izmir in 2017 fall. At the University I joined the Caving Club,
EMAK. I really enjoy spending the weekends and holidays exploring caves. In January 2018 in my
group they told us that there is a Caving Program in the Swabian Alb in summer. There could learn
much more about caving so I thought it’s better learning something about caves than sitting at home
in summer. I applied to your program in February, I was very happy when I was accepted. Through
out that time I had good connection with Petra. She answered all my questions. I was very excited.
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The first cave we entered, someone from the team got stuck in a crack. It was an interesting
experience and it was the first time I experienced something like that. I learned what to do in such a
case and it was a bonus lesson for me.
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The geology Course was really satisfying for me. I learned a lot about fossils. I learned that what I
would describe as stone could be some kind of sponges (Caves in Germany have much more fossils
than the caves in Turkey, there were many different species) The excursion to the museum was very
good. But especially the fossil searching activity after the museum was my favorite. I found a lot of
fossils. At home I have a small rock and fossil collection so I filled my lunch box with fossils
(therefore I couldn’t use my lunch box during the camp. I couldn’t take lunch with me. But it was
worth both for the fossils and for the chance to have more space in my stomach for the delicious
dinner).

I tried to improve myself at the SRT track. Due to my extra kilos this was not very easy.
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I was a lot interested in the electronic course Cave communication and electronics attracted my
interest a lot. I am interested at electronics and I also have a ham radio license. Luckily Marcus had a
ham radio license, too. So he could answer my more advanced questions. Knut was an electronical
engineer he made really good presentations and gave us a lot of information. I learned the
fundamental ideas of underground telecommunication. Now I’m using this knowledge to create my
own radio location system.

I saw, here in Germany caving is mostly about digging in the cave. The caves are unlike in Turkey,
generally horizontal (In Turkey caves are mostly vertical) Since I am not good with ropes this was a
welcoming experience for me. The Speleo formations in Germany are less, but there are lots of
fossils. The Vetterhöhle is one of the most beautiful caves I’ve seen. First time in my life I saw an
underground river, and the galleries were the largest I’ve ever seen.
This is what I can remember at the moment, but I will never forget the delicious food I tasted at the
camp especially Maultaschen). Thank you all for that good organization. It was an unforgettable
experience for me.
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Photos of Activities during the Camp:
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Teilnehmerliste Juhöfola 2018 / List of Participants Juhoefola 2018
Name

Straße

Postleitzahl

Stadt

E-Mail

Telefon

Bleher, Yvonne

Ermstalstr.47

D-72525

Münsingen

yvonne@d-geil.de

+49(0)176-78123230

Boettcher, Tobi

In der Bunde 21

D-71155

Altdorf

tobias.boettcher@gmail.com

+49-(0)176-45177453

Boldt, Markus

Hauptstr.4

D-89601

Schelklingen-Schmiechen

markus.boldt@gmx.net

+49-(0)7394/1566

Boldt, Petra

Hauptstr.4

D-89601

Schelklingen-Schmiechen

petra.boldt@gmx.net

+49(0)-7394/1566

Brenndörfer, Knut

Blaubergstr.6

D-89143

Blaubeuren

kbre@posteo.de

+49(0)- 16095939651

Cooper, Christopher

Strondavika 40

N-4329

Sandnes

Cooper, Martina B

Strondavika 40

N-4329

Sandnes

Cooper.MartinaB@gmail.com

+47-46862096

Dahm, Jonathan

Neue Heimat 54

D-69190

Walldorf

Jonathan.dahm@gmx.de

+49(0)6227/889551

Dahm, Simon

Neue Heimat 54

D-69190

Walldorf

micha.dahm@web.de

+49(0)6227/889551

Döhmann, Holger

Weißenauerstr.14

D-88214

Ravensburg

holger@doehmann.net

Duckeck, Jochen

Archivstr.11

D-90408

Nürnberg

jochen@duckeck.com

+49-(0)151-59202742

Elbert, Cornelia

Hallestr.11

D-53125

Bonn

corneliaelbert@gmail.com

+49(0)1575-1679076

Flot, Sarah

Rue des Deux Ponts 3

B-1340

Ottignies

Sarah.flot@gmx.de

+32(0)466129138

Flot; Jean Francois

Rue des Deux Ponts 3

B-1340

Ottignies

jflot@ulb.ab.be

+32(0)466129138

Forster, Sven

Talstr.4

D-89601

Schelklingen-Hütten

sven.forster.holz.techniker@gmail.com

+49(0)7384/7679892

Geil, Daniel

Ermstalstr.47

D-72525

Münsingen

Daniel.geil@d-geil.de

+49(0)179-7001990

Grotmann, Pascal

Heinsbergerstr.32

D-57399

Kirchhundem

sirelvis@web.de

+49(0)2723/716542

+47-91724763

or 015730740290
Hedler, Patrick

Neuwerk 1a

D-95485

Warmensteinach

neuwerk.patrick@gmail.com

+49(0)9277/9330

Hohler, Leo

161 rue du Fil Soie

F-45000

Orleans

Rupert.hohler@gmail.com

+33(0)783452621

Kohl, Chris

Mittelweg 9

D-68623

Hüttenfeld

wera.chris@t-online.de

+49 (0) 171 1769416

Kreutle, Raphael

Flurweg 1

D-89134

Blaustein

raphael.kreutle@web.de

+49-(0)7304-919028

Krömer, Marc

Goethestr.11

D-89601

Schelklingen

Kroemer.marc@web.de

+49-(0)15159871369

Luz, Hans Martin

Stangenstr.61

D 70771

Leinfelden-

hans-martin.luz@t-online.de

+49-(0)711-7979166

Echterdingen
Maetze, Christopher

Hangweg 10

D-89134

Blaustein

chrizm0912@gmail.com

+49-(0)7304-434438

Nauderer, Katharina

Panst-Viktor-Str.4

D-91795

Dollnstein

Katharina.nauderer@baysf.de

+49-(0)175-9357957

Niedermeier, Laura

Alpenblick 9

D-89143

Blaubeuren-Beiningen

Laura.y.niedermeier@gmx.de

+49(0)7344/175559

Pantel, Gunter

Schulstr.5

D-72535

Heroldstatt-Sontheim

sybille-pantel@t-online.de

+49(0)7389/1597

Rathgeber, Thomas

Frank-Sinatra-Str.4

D-71711

Steinheim

rathgeber@gmx.net

49(0)7144/37990

Schwabe, Otto

Mohrengasse5

D-89601

Schelklingen

ottoschwabe@web.de

+49-(0)7394-245832

Sontheimer, Klaus

Zum Kreuzberg 23

D-89601

Schelklingen

sontheimer72@googlemail.com

+49(0)172-73601153

Sörgel, Jannes

Gartenstr.25

D-91217

Hersbruck

Fam.soergel@arcor.de

+49(0)9151-70338

Stark, Felix

Im Höfle 11

D-89143

Blaubeuren-Wennenden

fmstark-airedales@web.de

+49-(0)7344-9246480

Uhri, Poyraz Runa

Hasan Tumerk CAD

T-35430

Urla Yenikent

poyraz.uhri@gmail.com

+90-232-7571086

Weber, Dieter

Kirchgasse 124

D-67454

Haßloch

dieter.weber124@gmx.de

keine

Weller, Larissa

Hallestr.11

D-53125

Bonn

larissa.l.weller@gmail.com

+49 1520 4910919

Widmann-Rau,

Webergasse 2

D-89143

Blaubeuren

phillip.widmann-rau@gmx.de

+49(0)7344/922687

Phillip

